
 

Ernst Schweizer AG: 
We are building today for the generation of tomorrow. 
 
Three core competencies under one roof: Ernst Schweizer AG stands for sustainable and innovative 
solutions for the building shell, smart letter boxes and parcel boxes, and systems for solar energy. We 
are building today for the generation of tomorrow. That is our mission. We have 526 employees 
working hard to realise it every day. Vocational training is particularly close to our hearts. With 35 
apprentices, we are strongly committed to the future of the industry. The fact that our production is 
based in Switzerland is a given. Our two plants are located at Hedingen in the canton of Zurich (our 
headquarters) and at Möhlin in the canton of Aargau. Our subsidiary, Ernst Schweizer GmbH, has its 
production site in Satteins, Austria.  
 
Our three core competencies: 
 
1. Sustainable solutions for the building shell 
 
Since 1948, we have built up comprehensive expertise in connection with the building shell: 
 
Individual façades in metal and glass 
Our core business is individual façades made of metal and glass. We develop these in sophisticated 
ways to create a building shell that functions as a power plant. For example, we integrate 
photovoltaics, greening techniques and innovative future technologies and combine them so that the 
building shell becomes an energy supplier. In this way, our customers contribute to the energy 
turnaround – and also increase the yield of their buildings. We develop customer-specific façade 
solutions that are fully convincing in terms of economic efficiency, sustainability and comfort.    
 
Wood / metal window systems for window manufacturers 
As an innovation leader in the wood / metal sector, we supply over 180 window manufacturers in 
Switzerland and Germany with our window systems. In doing so, we go one step further than other 
system manufacturers: We not only develop the systems, but also manufacture the frames to go with 
them. Our customers receive a prefabricated product. This facilitates and speeds up the work of the 
window manufacturers. Our highly automated production department has four production lines, 
guaranteeing short delivery times. At the same time, it offers the greatest flexibility. 
  
Innovative folding and sliding walls in solid aluminium 
Schweizer’s insulated sliding windows allow living space and nature to merge. Our developers make 
ever larger glass surfaces possible with minimal aluminium frames. The sliding windows set 
architectural accents and create a wonderful atmosphere in the living area. Thanks to technical 
innovations, security, insulation values and comfort are kept at the highest level. With our range of 
uninsulated solid glass sliding and sliding folding walls, we extend the living space to balconies and 
terraces so that they can be used practically all year round. As a system provider, we supply 
numerous regional partners with ready-to-assemble elements. For selected buildings, we also install 
the elements ourselves. 
 
2. Smart letter boxes and parcel boxes  
50 years ago, Schweizer reinvented the letter box. Since then, its letter boxes have left their mark on 
Switzerland like no other: over one million of them are in use today. That corresponds to about one in 
three letter boxes in Switzerland. The original from Schweizer has been carefully refined over the 
years. An ideal addition to the letter box is the parcel box from Schweizer. It receives parcels 
conveniently and securely at the front door, even when no one is at home. This is how Schweizer 
makes smart logistics solutions possible on the doorstep that are operational around the clock. 



 

 
3. Systems for solar energy  
Mounting systems from Schweizer bring forward-looking photovoltaic technology to all kinds of 
building throughout Europe with minimal effort. With the patented Solrif in-roof photovoltaic system, we 
offer the basis for an aesthetic solar roof that can be flexibly integrated not only into new structures, 
but even into listed buildings. We also have the right solutions for classic photovoltaic systems on flat, 
pitched or metal roofs: Our PV mounting system MSP is characterised, among other things, by high 
quality, low ballast requirements and quick and easy installation. Furthermore, we produce thermal 
solar collectors and offer first-class service for the maintenance of collector systems in addition to 
installation. 
 
Facts and key figures (as of Dec. 31, 2022) 
Founded  in 1920, as a family joint stock company  
Market areas  Switzerland, EU  
Productions sites Switzerland: Hedingen, Möhlin 

Austria: Satteins 
Sales offices Switzerland: Bern, Hedingen, Lausanne, Möhlin, St. Gallen  

Austria: Satteins  
Germany: decentralised distribution network 

Number of employees  526, thereof 35 apprentices   
Certifications  ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 45001, Qualicoat, EN 1090 
 
 


